Conceived as an efficient structural system, a 200-meter square wooden dock with variable height integrates social and ecological programs, promoting both communal recreational use and the regeneration of a fragile ecosystem.
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Bacalar Lagoon is the largest freshwater bacterial reef in the world. It is one of the few places where there are living stromatolites, an invaluable evolutionary treasure. It is also the only remaining mangrove on the shore of the lagoon of Bacalar and it is enormously fragility due to the growth of urban sprawl.

The main strategy of the project was to minimize the requested program so as to intervene the site as little as possible and open the possibility to wander through the natural richness of its flora and fauna. A square pier of 200 m per side was built, facing north and with variable height so as not to touch the mangrove or the trees, and provided with a platform so the visitors can glide over the lagoon. The closed spaces house a research laboratory and services, which can extend to a shade plain by means of tall trees.

We designed an efficient structural system, built with local and certified chicozapote wood, finding the right measure to be column, lock, and foundation at the same time. In addition, we strengthened the landscape strategy by reducing construction, designed to mitigate the contamination of the town’s water runoff through natural filters, hollows and rain gardens, as well as by the rehabilitation of the degraded mangrove.

Finally, we added a scaled-down museography to the tour in the way of a timeline of 10,000 years, in which the history of this unique biodiversity was engraved on wood. Thus, we invite the visitor to become aware and preserve the place, as well as the social management of a public and free space for the inhabitants of Bacalar.
Planta nivel servicios / Ground floor services plan

Leyenda / Legend
1 Manglar / Mangrove
2 Vaciado / Hollow
3 Recepción / Reception
4 Oficina / Office
5 Baño / Toilet
6 Laboratorio / Research laboratory
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